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We as a group would like to recommend this project for anyone who is interested in the stock market or in quantitative analysis. This project was originally based on a portfolio management problem but we took another turn in it and made it focused on technical indicators and stock predication.

We faced a lot of problem knowing what we are doing exactly. We had no previous knowledge of the stock market, economics or even finance. We had to read some books about finance and economics. We also read Ramin Zehidi’s thesis which was very helpful in the Fall semester. We also took a course in finance which was FIN300.

We recommend the next group to:

- To read the books that we read which were: The Trader’s Guide to key Economic Indicators BY Richard Yamarone. The Secret of economic indicators BY Baumohi. Dynamic trading indicators BY mark W.Helweg and Davied C. steudahl. Technical Market Indicators. The Econometrics of Financial Markets, Princeton.
• To read Ramin’s thesis too and try to understand the math. under it. If you understand it you will better than us in the fall semester because we had some problems understanding in the fall semester.

• We would also recommend you to take a course in Finance from the business department it will give more understanding of the project.

• We also recommend talking to some professors in the finance department they will recommend more books to you or even website.

Another object we would like to highlight is working Professor Edwin Chong was a pleasant experience. He taught us a lot of stuff about project management and the stock market and the Raw material as well too. Also, Ramin was very helpful for us too. He would help us solve any problem we face in MATLAB or even in understanding a concept in his thesis too. We wish you best of luck and have fun doing this project.